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1. INTRODUCTION
The elements of the sequences {Ak} obeying the second-order recurrence relation
Jo, Ax arbitrary real numbers, and Ak = PAk_t - QAk_2 for k > 2

(1.1)

are commonly referred to as generalized Lucas numbers with generating parameters P and Q
(e.g., see [7], p. 41 ff.), and the equation
x2-Px + Q = 0

(1.2)

is usually called the characteristic equation of {Ak}. In what follows, the root
aPtQ = (P + JP2-4Q)/2

(1.3)

of (1.2) will be referred to as the a-value of {Ak}. Here, we shall confine ourselves to considering the well-known sequences {Ak} that have (4), A) = (2, P) or (0,1) as initial conditions, and
(P, 0 = (m9 -1) or (1, -m) (m a natural number)

(1.4)

as generating parameters (e.g., see [2] and [3]).
The aim of this note is to find the representation of the elements of these sequences in terms
of their a-values. More precisely, we shall express Ak as
00
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(1.5)

r=-oo

with crcr+l = 0, and with at mostfinitelymany nonzero cr.
The special case m = 1, for which, depending on the initial conditions, Ak equals the k^
Lucas number Lk or the k^ Fibonacci number Fk, is perhaps the most interesting (see Section 4).
2* REPRESENTING Vk(m) AN© Uk(m)
If we let (P, 0 = (wi, -1) in (1.1)-(1.3), then we get the numbers Vk(m) and Uk(m) (e.g., see
[2]). They are defined by the second-order recurrence relation
Ak(m) = mA^im) + Ak_2(m)

(2.1)

(here A stands for either V or U) with initial conditions V0(m) = 2, Vl(m) = m, U0(m) = 0> and
U^m) = 1. Their Binet forms are
Vk{m) = akm + Pkm and Uk(m) = (akm-/3kJ/Jm2+4,

(2.2)

where
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am:=amf_l = (m + ^m2+4)/2

(2.3)

is the a-value of (2.1) and
@m = -Vam

= m-am.

(2.3 ^

Observe that Vk(l) = Lk and Uk(l}= i^;, whereas Vk(2)~Qk (the k^ Pell-Lucas number) and
Uk(2) = Pk (the k^ Pell number) (e.g., see [5]).
The a-representations of Vk(m) and Uk(m) are presented in Subsection 3.1 below and then
proved in detail in Subsection 3.2.
2.1 Results
V2k(m) = cC+c%

(k = 0A,2,.^.

(2.4)

Remark 1: For k = 0 the r.h.s. of (2.4) is correct but it is not the a-representation of VQ(rn).
2k+l

*W0») = I>ar 2 ( f c + 1 ) (k = 0,1,2,...),
t/ at (i») = i i » a r 2 ( * + I ) (* = l,.2,3i...),

(2.5)
•

(2.6)

r=l

U2k+l(m) = a-^+tmat;-2k-1

(k = 0,1,2,...).

(2.7)

r=l

Remark 2: Under the usual assumption that a sum vanishes whenever the upper range indicator
is less than the lower one, (2.7) applies also for k = 0.
2.2 Proofs
The proof of (2.4) can be obtained trivially by using (2.2) and (2.3 %
Proof of (2.5): Use the geometric series formula (g.s.f.) and (2.2)-(23r) to rewrite the r.h.s.
of (2.5) as

Proof of(2.6): Use the g.s.f. and (2.2)-(2.3') to rewrite the r.h.s. of (2.6) as
mal-2k(aik -1)
«1-1

=

=

majfg* - a^2k)
(oc2m + l)(a2m-\)
amKa

« m V'

a
M

+

=

eg*1 ~ ^2k
a2m + l

J=^(?w)

Q

4

To prove (2.7), we need the identity
aJJn(m)H-lTa-mn

= Un+l(^)-

(2.8)

Proof of (2.8): Use (2.2), (2.3% and the relation ^m2+4 = a w - ^ to rewrite the l.h.s. of
(2.8) as
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V^+4

V^4
=

<^^)

Pm

V ^ +4
= c/n+i(w).

n

Proof of (2.7): Use the g.s.f., (2.2)-(2.3 % and (2.8) to rewrite the r.h.s. of (2.7) as
2k

mc£"{d*-t) =
ai-1
-

mam(rfr*-c£*)
_2t a^ 2 - fl^*
( ^ + 1X^-1) " a ai + 1

2k
a

"

2 / 2* __ ~-2fc\

aJm2+4
3. REPRESENTING J ^ m ) AND Gft(m)
If we let (P, Q) = (1, -J») in (1.1)-(1.3), then we get the numbers Hk(m) and
see [3]). They are defined by the second-order recurrence relation
Ak(m) = Ak_1(m)+mAk_2(m)

GJ.(/M)

(e.g.,
(3.1)

(here A stands for H or G) with initial conditions H0(m) = 2, H^m) = G^tri) = 1, and G0(m) = 0.
Their Binet forms are
Hk(m) = rkm + Skm and Gk(m) = (ykm-Skm)lV^TT,

(3.2)

where
y m :=a l i _ w = (l + V ^ + T ) / 2

(3.3)

is the a-value of (3.1), and
8m—nilym^\-ym.

(3.3 0

Observe that ^ ( 1 ) - F^(l) = Lk and G^l) = C4(l).= Fk, whereas 14(2) = jk (the ** Jacobsthai-Lucas number) and Gk(2) = Jk (the km Jacobsthal number) (see [6]).
The a-representations of Hk(m) and Gk(m) are shown in Subsection 3.1 below. To save
space, only identity (3.7) will be proved in detail in Subsection 3.2.
3.1 Results
H2k(m) = m2krl2k+rlk
H2k+l(m) =

2£+l
^ ^ Y I r=l

(* = 0,1,2,...; see Remark 1),

(3.4)

(* = 0,1,2,...),

(3.5)

1

G2k(m) = i£mW->-y:-W+»

^

(k = 1,2,3,...),

Gz*+iO») = ^ 2 V ; U + Z wf2(*_rVir"2*"1 (* = 0,1,2,...; see Remark 2).
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A Special Case (cf. (2.3) and (2.4) of [6]): For m = 2 (= y2)9 identities (3.4)-(3.7) reduce to
H2k(2) = 4k + l = j 2 k ,

(3.4^)

2k+l

3*+i(2) = I 2r~l = 22M -1 = j2k+l

(3.50

G2fc(2) = £ 2 2 ^ ) = (4* - l ) / 3 = J2k,

(3.6*)

G2,+1(2) = l + t 2 2 ' - 1 = (2 2i+1 + l)/3 = y2,+1.

(3.70

3.2 A Proof
To prove (3.7), we need the identity
ymG„(m) + S"m = Gn+1(m).

(3.8)

Proof of(3.8): Use (3.2) and the relation V4/W + 1 = Ym~Sm to rewrite the l.h.s. of (3.8) as
w

V4w+I

sf4m + i

"+lK }'

^f4m + i

Proof of (3.7): Use the g.s.f, (3.2)-(3.3f), and (3.8) to rewrite the r.h.s. of (3.7) as
Ym'm

s=0
=

^ - 2 *

+

Ym

_ m 2fc v 3-2fc
™ Ym
Ym-m2

""1

v 2fr+3

- m2kr-2k\YTl-m2V-2k

=

rfk

__

-2k
rm

v 2/r+3
m 2Ar v 3-2Ar
Ym
~™
Ym
r2m<J*i^i

l k
52k{YT Sl Ym

= $lk+YmG2k(m) = G2k+l(m). Q
4. A REMARKABLE CASE (m = 1)
The p-expansion of any natural number N is the unique finite sum of distinct integral powers
of the golden section a that equals N and contains no consecutive powers of a. This expansion
was first studied by Bergman in [1] where the author used the symbol f5 instead of a to denote
the golden section.
As already mentioned in the previous sections, if we let m-\ in (2.1)-(2.3) [or in (3.1)(3.3)], then we get either the Lucas numbers Lk or the Fibonacci numbers Fk, depending on the
initial conditions of the recurrence relation (2.1) [or (3.1)] whose a-value

a : = a 1 = y1 = (l + V5')/2

(4.1)

is the golden section. Consequently, if we let m- 1 in (1.5), then it is evident that cr e {0,1} so
that letting m- 1 in (2.4)-(2.7) [or in (3.4)-(3.7)] yields the /^-expansions of Lk and Fk. As an
illustration, from (2.5) [or (3.5)], we see that the /^-expansion of Lzk+i is
Z^ +1 = a~2k + a~2k+2 + • • • + a 0 + - + a2k~2+a2k.
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Remark 3: By letting m = 1 In (2.4), one gets L^ = a~2k + a2k. This expression works correctly
also for k = 0 but, in this case, It Is not the ^-expansion of Z^, as stated In Remark 1. In fact, this
expansion is ZQ = 2 = 2a~la = a~l(l + V5) = a~l(a + a~l +1) = a~l(a2 + a"1) = a" 2 + a.
5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
The representations established in this note for certain generalized Lucas numbers, besides
being of some interest per se, allow us to derive some cute identities involving them. For example, by using (2.5), (2.6), and (2.4), we get

^^U2k{m) =
"»
%

te

= l + ±V2r(m),
V4r_2(m)

j l + ££7
^
#r

1)/2

F4r(/«)

(5.1)

(k even),
(*odd),

= 2* + l + f > F 4 t + 2 _ 2 > ) ,

(5.3)

r=l

whereas, from (3.5) and (3.4), we obtain
H2k+1(m) = mk+YJmk-rH2r.

(5.4)

r=l

The most interesting among the above identities is, perhaps, the identity (5.3) which, for
m - 1, gives a rather unusual expression for the squares of odd-subscripted Lucas numbers. Let
us give a sketch of its proof.
Proof of (53) (a sketch): Use (2.5) and (2.4) to write

= m\V4k(m) + 2V4k_2(m) + -' + 2kV2(m) + 2k + ll D
Using the same technique led us to discover a quite amazing expression for the cubes of oddsubscripted Lucas numbers. Namely, we get
2k+l

k-l

^+l=i%fc+2-2,+Z(^-''2)Ar+^

(**1),

(5-5)

where Tk denotes the k^ triangular number and Sk = 3k(k +1) +1. A direct proof of (5.5) can be
carried out by using expressions for S r La+hr, S r rLa+hr9 and E r f2La+hr, the last two of which can
be obtained from the BInet form for Lucas numbers and (3.1)-(3.2) of [4].
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